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ABSTRACT. Ablat ion polygons on snow have been exam ined, mainly in the Tatra Mountains, both by 
field observation and by experiment. The polygons are initiated under peculiar climatic conditions- mostly 
when the melting of snow is somewhat slow and is accompanied simultaneously by the metamorphism of 
snow. A thick snow cover appears to be a prerequisite of this process. A deta iled analysis of the problem of 
dirt concentration in snow, due to ablation, reveals the major role played by adhesion in this process. The 
concentration of dirt is due to lateral movement of the material and this is intrinsically related to the micro
elements of the snow surface. 

The origin and development of ablat ion polygons do not d epend on the presence of dirt in the snow; on 
the contrary, the process of dirt concentration and its effects are dependent on the evolution of pol ygona l 
forms. 

RESUME. Sllr l'origine des nids d'abeille (polygolles) d'ablatioll sur la neige. Polygones d'ablation sur la ne ige ont 
e te examines, surtout dans les montagnes du Tatra, par observations sur le terrain et par experimentation. 
Les polygones prennent naissance dans des conditions c1imatiques singulieres- surtour quand la fonte d es 
neiges est assez lente et accompagnee par la metamorphose de la neige. Un manteau de neige assez epais 
semble etre necessaire pour ce processus. Un e ana lyse detaillee du probleme d e la concentration des impuretes 
par ablation , revele le rol e important d e I'adhesion. La concentration des impuretes est le resultat du 
mouvement la teral de la matiere. et ce lui-c i est fondam entalement li e aux micro-eUments sur la surface d e 
la neige. . 

L'origine e t I'evolution des polygones d 'ablation ne depend pas de la presence d es impure tes dans la neige ; 
au contraire, le processus de concentrat ion des impuretes e t ces effets dependent de i' evo lution des form es 
polygonales. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Uber die Entstehllllg VO II Ablations/ochern (Polygonen) ill/. Sclmee. Ablationspolygone im 
Schnee-vor all em in de l' Tatra- wurden sowohl durch Feldbeobachtungen a ls auch durch Experimente 
untersucht. Di e Polygonc entsteh en unter besonderen klimati schen Bedingungen, vornehmlich dalm, wenn 
de l' Schnee relativ langsam schmilzt und gle ichzeitig e ine M etamorphose des Schnees stattfindet. Eine dicke 
Schneedecke scheint ein e Voraussetzung fur diesen Prozees zu se in. Eine de ta ili erte Analyse des Problems 
de r von der Ablat ion abhangigen Schmutzkonzentration im Schn ee ze igt, dass die Adhasion eine wesentliche 
Rolle bei diesem Vorgang spie lt. Di e Schmutzkonzentration wird durch seitliche Bewegung des Materials 
vc rursacht, di e wiederum in engstem Zusammenhang mit d en Mikroelcmenten der SchneeoberAache steht. 

Die Entstehung und Entwicklung von Ablationspolygo nen se tzt nicht das Vorhandensein von Schmutz im 
Schnee voraus ; im Gegente il , der Prozess d er Schmutzkonzentration und se ine Auswirkungen ist von d e l' 
Bilclung d el' Polygonrormen abhangig. 

INTROD UCTION 

The surface of melting snow has certain specific form s whose orlgm has not been fully 
elucidated until now. Broadly speaking, these forms can be grouped as hollows and mounds, 
the first forming on clean dirt-free snow and the second owing their existence largely to the 
participation of some foreign material , both mineral (dust and sand) and organic (fir or pine 
needles, remnants of gl'ass and algae) . Particular in terest is aroused by ablation forms of 
geometric appearance, such as polygonal ablation hollows and dirt cones. Their origin has 
been discussed in a number of papers, many of them published in this Journal. 

Polygonal ablation hollows of this type were known to Heim ( r 885) ; and Ham berg (1907), 
the author of a classical work on the properties of snow cover, suggested that undulating 
movement of warm air masses passing above the snow surface plays an important part in the 
initiation of regular ab lation form s. Westman ( 1913 ), who illustrated his work with excellent 
photographs of polygonal hollows on snow, was inclined to consider the dust brought in by the 
wind as a factor contribu ting to the formation of the hollows, either causing melting inside the 
snow or providing protection . Dobrowolski (19'23), in his study Historja naturalna lodu , 
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gave a considerable amount of thought to polygonal ablation forms which he referred to as 
" waves of melting". He made it clear that the hollows are formed irrespective of the 
presence or absence of dirt deposited on the snow, and he attributed their formation not merely 
to the action of the sun but primarily to convection heat. 

These references to earlier studies are worth quoting to show that the problem of ablation 
hollows was well known in the early twentieth century. However, there have been more 
recent attempts to resolve the question of the origin of these forms. Leighly's ( 1948) work 
described some hitherto unknown ablation forms on downward-facing surfaces of firn and ice 
("overhanging surfaces" ) . He put forward the idea of "cellular convection" of the air in 
contact with the surface of the snow and explained thereby the process of the formation of 
polygonal hollows. This concept was supported by Richardson (1954). Further progress in 
solving the problem of polygonal patterns on snow was achieved by Ball (1954) , whose theory 
of "normal trajectory" offered an adequate solution to the question of the concentration of 
dirt in melting snow. Sekyra (1964) ascribed the existence of ablation hollows to the process of 
sublimation of the snow in a dry mountainous environment. Two years later, Ashwell and 
Hannell ( 1966) attempted an experimental explanation of the origin of these forms. 

It is to the problem of ablation hollows that we wish to relate our observations which have 
extended over many years. Our observations have been made mainly in the Polish mountains 
(the Tatra and Sudetic Mountains) and in Vestspitsbergen. In 1966 and 1967 we also did 
some experimental work at the Research Station of the Institute of Geography, Polish Academy 
of Sciences, in the Tatra Mountains (Hala G<Josienicowa, altitude 1 520 m ) above the timber 
line. 

CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE OCCURRENCE OF ABLATION HOLLOWS 

In the Tatra Mountains, at altitudes of about 1 000- 2 000 m, the occurrence of ablation 
hollows on snow patches is a common phenomenon in the spring and summer months. In the 
Sudetic Mountains, especially in their highest part (the Karkonosze), ablation hollows have 
been noticed only at altitudes above 800 m. These forms occur exclusively in the mountains 
and not in the low land, in spite of the fact that the snow cover in the latter region stays for 
some time in winter and is subject to ablation. It would follow, therefore, that necessary for 
the development of these characteristic ablation forms are a sufficient thickness of snow cover 
(which amounted to 1- 2 m in that part of the Tatra Mountains we have examined) and 
certain climatic characteristics such as low temperatures in spring, i.e. slow melting, con
siderable losses of snow due to evaporation, the melting action of winds, severe turbulence in 
air currents due to the relief of obstacles, natural conditions favouring the shading of snow 
patches and the warming-up influence of the rock surface exposed by the disappearance of 
snow. Clearly, it is not the absolute altitude by itself, but the conditions of climate, as related 
to altitude and latitude, that are of prime importance here. In this respect, the observations of 
Richardson and Harper (1957) appear to be correct. The problem of ablation forms on snow 
should be approached in much the same way as other morpho-climatic phenomena, e .g. 
periglacial forms . For instance, in Vestspitsbergen ablation hollows and cones occur at sea
level. 

The most characteristic forms of ablation hollows were found on snow patches in the 
Tatra Mountains in deep shaded valleys and cirques, especially in the vicinity of rocky slopes 
(Klapa, 1963). Regular patterns of polygonal ablation hollows are seen every year on the 
snow patches at the bottom of a deep karst gorge in KOScieliska valley, at an altitude of 
I 200 m (Fig. I ) . Generally speaking, these forms are independent of the slope of the snow 
surface, i.e . in most cases they show no deformation related to slope (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, 
we have noticed some typical development of ablation forms, which were due to the exposure 
of the snow patch but not directly to its angle of slope. Thus, apart from regular polygonal 
hollows , there are step-like systems of forms related to exposure of the snow surface or insolation 
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Fig . I. R egular pat/em oJ ablalion /)oiygons ill Koscieliska valle)1 (allilllde I 200 m). ill Ihe Talra Mountains. The /)hologra/)" 
was laken in J1Ine 1952 

or to the action of the orientated winds, i. e . those blowing in one direction only , and the 
melting of snow (Fig. 3) . In the Karkonosze Mountains, typical polygonal ablation hollows 
on snow were only found in fir woods at the beginning of May. The timber line was 
apparently the boundary for these ablation forms in clearings in the woods. In this case, too, 
shading and possibly also large quantiti es of fir needles must have been conducive to the 
formation of the hollows. 

The occurrence of ablation polygons on overhanging snow surfaces presents a separa te 
problem. In the area examined , the polygons are a common phenomenon on walls and 
inverted surfaces, such as on roofs of snow tunnels, under natural and artificial bridges, and on 
vertical and overhanging walls of snow drifts. This problem has been discussed by Leighly 
(1948), Richardson (1954) and Lliboutry (1964- 65). Lliboutry advanced an hypothesis that 
ablation by infra-red and dispersed rays, as well as turbu lence in air masses contained in the 
glacier and snow tunnels, provide conditions for developing hollows similar to those on bare 
(uncovered ) snow surfaces. This hypothesis appears to be correct. From our observations it 
follows that surface and under-surface polygons cannot be regarded separately, since there is 
no clear-cut dividing line between them . On the contrary, there are a number of intermediate 
forms , ranging from typical surface polygons on horizontal snow patches, through ab lation 
hollows on the sides of vertical snow masses (snow drifts), to inverted under-surface polygo ns. 

The question that now arises is to what extent the origin or development of ablation 
hollows on snow is dependent upon the admixture of mineral and organic material. On the 
basis of our observations from areas differing very considerably, it can be inferred that melting
out of foreign material from the snow and the formation of ablation hollows- as shown 
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Fig. 2. Ablation polygons on a snow patch in the valley oJ the Pans z;czyca river in the Tatra A1011ntains (altitllde 1 800 m), in 
August 1966. The slope rif the snow patch is 35°. PolygonJorms are inde/mldellt oJ the slope oJ the snow surface 

Fig. 3. A step-like arrangement q{ ablation Jorms. lI1elled-out material has collected on a vertical woll. ( Cz;arl~Y Staw 
Gqsienicow.y, Tatm !l1ollntains, altitllde I 640 m) 
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Fig . 4. Ablalion po£vgolls 011 clean dirl-free S1IOW. (H ala C'lsienicow a. Talm IH olllllaills, all itl/de 1520 111 ) 

convincingly by Ball ( I 954)-a re basica ll y independent of each o ther. It is no t diffi cult to 
find outsta nding examples of typica l a bla tion hollows on idea ll y clea n (dirt-free) snow (Fig. 4) . 
It must, however , be added that an admixture offoreign m a teria l, especially organic, fa cilita tes 
the mechanism of formation of abla tion hollows, ma kes them more prominent and a lso helps 
to preserve them . The signifi ca nce of dir t in this problem ca lls fOI- sepa ra te trea tmen t. 

A T H EORY OF CONCENTRA T ION OF DIRT ON SNOW 

M inera l a nd organic admixtures deposited on the snow surface or in snow by water , wind, 
a nima ls or m an a re subjec t to ver ti cal a nd horizonta l migra tion during the process of melting. 
T hey tend to be drawn toge ther at certa in poin ts or lines (concen tra tion) or they disperse 
in various directions (" deconcentration" ) . Both concentration, i. e. accumula tion of di rt on 
the snow surface, and " deconcentration", i.e. dispersion of dir t, a re due to the a bla tion 
p rocess itself and may occur again a nd again in different phases of the same process . 

The principles of concen tration have been discussed by Ba ll (1954) in his theory of " norma l 
traj ectory" . In the process of abla tion, the pa r ticles of dirt on the snow a re m oved perpendicular 
to the re treating snow surface. H owever , Ba ll did no t provide the expla nation of the ca uses 
of thi s phenomenon . Let us, therefore, a na lyse the p rocess mo re closely . 

In a blation po lygons on the snow surface, the concen tra tion of dirt occurs on the ridges 
di viding the polygons. The process of removing dirt from the hollows will be referred to as 
" cleaning" the hollows. T he m ore advanced is the process of a bla tion, i. e. the longer the snow 
surface is subjected to m elting, the la rger is the amount of m a teria l acc um ula ted on the ridges 
between the hollows. 

Our obse rvations indica te tha t the process of " cleaning" the a bl a tion hollows seems to be 
typica l where dirt is of an organic origin. Out of six samples ta ken from very regula r abla tion 
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polygons in the Tatra Mountains, as many as five contained over 30 per cent of organic 
material and one even more than 50 per cent. It consisted of grass stems and conifer needles, 
i.e. typical wind-borne material which is deposited on snow. In V estspitsbergen, it was 
discovered that winter winds can d eposit on the snow surface a layer of plant "chaff" which, 
in some places, may amount to more than 10 cm in thickness . T hus, the m ain characteristic 
of the dirt which is subj ect to concentration by ablation is that it is light. Moreover, this dir t 
is highly adhesive towards snow- it sticks to a wet snow surface as if it were glued and that is 
why the dirt assumes a position perpendicular to the slope of the snow surface during the 
ablation process. Firnified snow is also characterized by its adhesiveness. Spherical snow 
particles are surrounded by adhesive water which binds ligh t material , especially organic, 
to the snow mass. Coarser mineral dirt such as sand or gravel is less adhesive and it slides 
down steep snow surfaces; thus gravitation prevents mineral dirt from following the principle 
of the " normal trajectory". Therefore, the coarser non-adhesive material does not fulfil the 
necessary conditions for the linear concen tra tion of d irt which is typical of a blation polygons. 
T his material usually slides down the sides and collects at the bottom of the hollows. ' !\Then 
the amount of dirt b ecomes sufficient to protect the snow surface from ablation, dirt cones are 
developed instead of ablation polygons. 

Fig. 5. Lateml migration (shifting ) of material (I), the thickness of the snow horizon is h and the slo/)e of the snow sUlface is a 

Thus, in the course of ablation the adhesive material migra tes downwards (the whole snow 
surface being lowered) and sidewards, depending on the slope of the surface of a relief micro
element. If the micro-element happens to be an ablation hollow, lateral migration of material 
will depend on the surface slope of the hollow. It is not difficult to compute the value of this 
lateral daily " leap " (I ), since it is determined by the thickness of the snow layer melted during 
the day (h) and by the local slope of the snow surface (a) as shown in Figure 5: 

l = h sin a. 

It is evident from this formula that the linear concentration of material due to ablation 
depends on the slope of the micro-elements of the snow surface and not on the general slope 
of the whole snow patch, i.e. the slope angle (Fig. 6) . In the case of ablation hollows the slope 
of the surface of a micro-element might be opposite in direction to the general slope angle. 
This is the explanation of such a frequently observed feature which appears to be charac
teristic of polygonal patterns on snow, i. e. that the pattern is unrelated to the general slope of a 
snow patch. 
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Fig. 6. The ratio of the slope of the micro-element surface (a ) to the general angle of the slope (f3 ). 1 rock, 2 snow, H thickness 
of the snow patch 

A 

B 

c 

Fig. 7. Concelll.ratioll of dirt in varions patterns q/ ablatioll hollows; A ~ymmetrical, B a.~Yl1unetrical, C step-like 
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Many daily periods of abla tion (h) occur during the wastage ofa snow horizon (H ). From 
this it follows that the d egree of concentration of material due to ablation is higher with a 
thicker snow cover. H ence the thickness of the snow horizon together with the micro-reli ef 
of its surface and the amount of foreign materia l on the snow surface de termine the degree of 
concentration of dirt due to ablation . 

The concentration of dirt occurs along the boundary be tween relief micro-el ements whose 
surfaces a re inclined in opposite directions, as described by Ball (Fig. 7A). The concentration 
is symmetrical if the rate of ablation is the same for two adjacent micro-elements ; the dirt 
accumula tes on bo th sides of the ridge (see Fig. I) . When the rate of ablation varies because 
of an orientated , i.e. one-sided , exposure of the surface of micro-elem ents the result is an 
asymmetric concentra tion along the ridges (Fig. 7B). In step-like patterns of micro-elem ents 
on the snow surface (Fig. 7C), as mentioned above, concentra tion proceeds mainly through 
shifting of the steps (see Fig. 3) . In each of these cases it is exposure to the factor responsible 
for melting of the snow surface tha t determines the asymmetric developmen t of dirt concentra
tion. This factor need not always be solar radia tion ; asymmetric concentra tion of dirt may 
som etimes be caused by wal'm a ir currents which a re a t variance with exposure to sola r 
radia tion . 

These theoretical schemes a re based on actua l ins tances of concentra tion forms due to 
a blation on snow patches in the Tatra Mountains. 

It is worth no ting that in the course of dirt concentration due to abla tion elongated dirt 
pa rticles, e.g. grass blades or conifer needles, are arranged in such a way that their long axes 
follow the ridge line (Fig. 8). The orientation of such dirt pa rticl es also appears to have 
resul ted from the same ablation process that leads to the forma tion of hollows on the snow 

Fig. 8. Characteristic arrangement of blades q[ grass in ablation /Jo/ygons; the arrangement is parallel 10 the orientalion of the 
ridges 
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surface. The increase in size of these forms from small to larger ones expands ablation surfaces 
in a pattern of concentric lines. Dirt particles are accordingly arranged along these lines to 
form a system of concentric rings. Our experiments have confirmed this explanation. Match 
sticks and conifer needles were scattered in different direc tions on the snow surface. After 2 

days of melting and hollow formation the scattered materia l assumed a concentric arrange
m ent. Also, the adhesiveness of dirt particles was of crucia l importance since they followed 
closely changes in the snow surface. 

The problems of ablation and its resulting forms led us to another series of experiments 
which were undertaken in 1966 a nd [967 at the research station of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences which is located in a broad vall ey. A snow-field adjacent to the station was the 
object of our observations. The snow surface was covered with a mixture of mineral a nd 
organic material- coal dust, conifer needles, grass and mineral particles of soil- and the 
surface of the m elting snow was observed throughou t April, M ay and June. In these experi
ments the m ethod recently applied by Ashwell and H a nnell ( 1966) was la rgely foll owed . 
Squares of the mixture, va rying in thickness from I to 2 0 mm, were set ou t on the snow surface . 
In snow-fields covered with squares thicker than 10 mm a blation gave rise to convex forms 
but in those with less than 10 mm concave forms appeared , i .e. ab la tion hollows (Fig. 9) . 

Fig. g. Experimmtal research at the station Hala Cqsienicowa, Tatra Mountains. Ablation f orms corres/londing to vmying 
thicknesses of the covering material. Formation q! polygonal elements in the eX/lerimental plot (top) where the covering 
material is thinnest ( I mm). May Ig66 

In the latter the processes of concentration and " deconcentration" of ma terials could easil y 
be seen . The first stage of ablation is usually cha racterized by dispersion of the ma teri a l on the 
snow surface, i .e. " deconcentration " . This phenomenon is easil y understood , since at this 
stage the melting results in a large asymmetri c depression which is considerabl y la rge r tha n 
the square itself and within it sma ller hollows a re form ed . T he tra nsition from the initia l 

6.< 
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fiat square to the hollow forms is accompanied by a marked enlargement of the surface 
covered with foreign material, i .e. its dispersion (Fig. 9) . This process is most clearly seen 
when ablation of the snow surface is intense. Thus, for example, beginning with 6 May when 
sunny weather alternated with rain and the average air temperature was 10°C the surface 
was lowered by 18 cm during the first day. The depressions subsequently broadened and 
deepened. In the second day their widths were about 50 cm and their depths increased by 
1 I cm (Fig. 9). Clearly, this stage was distinguished by " deconcentration" of the materials due 
to ablation. Apart from the ablation process, the wind was also responsible for some dispersion 
of the lighter particles covering the snow surface. 

As the melting of the snow surface progressed we observed a regular concentration of 
material, by way of lateral migration (shifting) towards the ridges between the hollows (Fig. 
9). In these experiments the degree of regularity was far below that occurring in natural 
conditions. There is nothing unusual in this, considering the limited scope of the experiment; 
it lasted only 5 days a nd involved a snow horizon only 32 cm thick, whilst in the natural 
process both the duration and the extent of selective concen tration are considerably greater. 
In addition, the area around the station, i. e. an unsheltered plot exposed to solar ablation , 
does not provide optimal conditions for the development of ablation hollows. W e could not 
fully account for the fact that cluster-like concentrations of materials appeared in the ini tial 
stage of ablation. 

While examining the process of dirt concentration due to ablation our attention was 
directed to the question of the relation between concentration and the hollow-like relief of 
ablation polygons. This is by far the most satisfactory example of linear concentration. The 
major effects of the concentration appear on the ridges between three or four contiguous 
polygons. The intersections of the ridges form cones composed of the overlying material , a nd 
it may be so thick that it functions as a protective layer. Therefore, there is a relation between 
the two fundamental forms of ablation of the snow surface- polygonal hollows a nd dirt cones . 

Other instances of linear concentration of dirt can be found in places where the ab lati ng 
snow surface meets the surface of old frozen snow. A straight streak of dirt can be di stinctly 
seen against the background of clean snow. Such a linear concentration can be expl a ined as 
follows. Ablation depressions and the hollows which "clean" the snow are developed laterally. 
Their development is retarded in places where a hard margin of old snow is exposed on the 
surface and these become places for the accumulation of dirt expelled from the snow. 

To conclude this analysis, it seems well worth stressing again that it is valid only in relation 
to the problem of the concentration of foreign material by ablation (Jahn, 1961 ). Concentra
tion resulting from the action of water and wind may also lead to linear effects. During th e 
ablation process, streaks and dust deposited by wind remain on the snow surface for a long 
time (Fig. 10). 

SOME FACTORS CONTROLLING THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLYGONAL HOLLOWS ON SNOW 

The process of melting of the snow surface is responsible for the formation of certain micro
relief features on the surface. The striking regularity of this micro-relief, frequently assuming 
a pattern of polygonal hollows, has not however been fully explained. The basic question is 
whether the origin of these forms is to be attributed to the snow structure or to specific 
meteorological conditions. 

Ablation polygons occur only on crystallized spring snow; they are never found on new 
snow and are therefore partly dependent on a certain snow structure. On the other hand, no 
connection can be claimed to exist between the hollows and the stratifica tion of the snow. 
On the contrary, the surface of the hollows often cuts the snow stratification (Fig. 11 ). This 
conclusion has been confirmed by measurements of snow density. The snow forming the ridges 
does not differ in density from that inside the hollows and, if there is any difference at a ll , it 
results from the differences in density of individua l horizons. M elt wa ter penetrating into the 
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Fig . /0. Linear concentration oJ malerial due to orientated action qf the accumulation Jactor. ( Hom.w n(!fjord, Vesls/Jitsbergen) 

Fig . / J. Ablation/Jolygons near Czamy Staw Gqsienicowy in the Talra Mountains, Ju ly J 965. The sw/ace oJ the /Jo lygO /lS is 
not consistent with the stratification qf the snow 
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snow may be responsible for the formation of vertical pillars, as sugges ted by Lliboutry 
(1964- 65), but the related forms on the ablation surface would then appear as protuberances 
instead of patterns of polygonal ridges. 

The initial stage of the formation of polygonal hollows due to ablation can be referred to 
the action of meteorological factors, especially to turbulence currents of warm air, as demons
trated by Leighly (1948) and Richardson (1954), Ashwell and Hannell (1966) noticed the 
connection between polygons and winds but, since they regarded the dispersion of dirt as the 
cause instead of an effect of the development of the hollows, they were thus prevented from 
properly accounting for the origin of these form s. * The turbulence theory seems to be closest 
to the truth though we are not quite familiar with the details. The following evidence may be 
adduced to support this theory . 

Polygonal ablation hollows appear in their most definite form in sheltered depressions and 
concavities; and the nearer they are to the rocky surface of the slope the better developed they 
become. We have positive evidence that distinctive deep hollows were form ed in an area 
adjacent to a rock wall which was sending forth heated air over the snow-field, while in the 
part which had no direct contact with the rocky surface the hollows were hardly visible. 
Where the ablation hollows are more readily formed , there is a greater thermal gradient 
between the surface of a snow patch and the air current which descends gently from the rocky 
slopes. That is why the hollows can develop only after a large part of the rocky surface has 
been rendered snow-free, thus acting as a source of thermal turbulence. We believe that air 
currents of this type provide the ideal conditions for the formation of ablation micro-elemen ts, 
i. e. sma ll concave forms which make the nuclei of the hollows. Air turbulence does not cause 
the polygonal pattern of the ridges; this regular pattern develops from the growth and mutual 
interference of irregular basin-like and circular hollows which develop laterally until they 
overlap, forming patterns of polygonal ridges. In this they are analogous to patterned ground 
which starts from sorted circles and develops laterally into polygonal (pentagonal and 
hexagonal) systems. 

There is another point well worth emphasizing, i. e. the one indicating the existence of 
horizontal movement of the snow mass during ablation. \Vilson (1953) referred to "the shrink
age of the snow surface associated with ablation", which he had ascertained experimentally 
by arranging a row of stones on the snow. In the present experiments the ablation micro
movements of the snow surface were observed in the following way. W e placed strips of 
mineral and organic material on the snow surface. In the following 5 days the process of 
melting and lowering of the snow surface resulted in the formation of depressions and conse
quen tly the strips were deformed- they were twisted, contracted and expanded , the contor
tions amounting to as much as 90° (Fig. 12). These micro-movements took the form of sliding 
of the superficial snow mass (the process is analogous to micro-solifluction on 'the surface of 
soil) and they were quite independent of the processes of dispersion and concentration of dirt 
on snow. The movement was probably caused by the varying degrees of compaction of thr. 
snow mass which had been saturated with water. The horizon of snow immediately exposed 
to ablation was more rapidly transformed to firn than that part of the snow surface which was 
covered by the strips of dir t. Because of the downward water drainage, a spongy mass formed 
on the dirt-free surface while the snow protected by dirt slid towards areas of reduced density. 
It was characteristic that this snow continued to retain its identity. When the strips became 
twisted their lengths (as measured by the distance between the extreme points) diminished 
and the spaces between them increased (Fig. 12) . The experiment therefore provides the 
evidence for the presence during ablation of horizontal movement in the superficial snow 
horizons. It is also indicative of a high degree of cohesion of the snow mass, since the move
m ent is accompanied by plastic deformation and not disruption of micro-elements. 

* In figure 11 in the paper by Ashwell and H annell (1966) one can see ablation polygons with dirt, and in 
addition to these there are similar forms without dirt. 
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Fig. 1 2. Deformed strips provide experimental evidellce for horizolltal movement of the ablation surface of snow. (Hala 
Cqsiellicowa, Tatra Mountains , Ma v 1966) 

F I NA L R E MARKS ON THE ORIGIN OF ABLATION HOLLOWS 

Polygonal forms on snow are due to the action of an ex ternal factor , i .e. ablation , chieRy 
by a ir masses. There is a genetic relation between the external and internal forms of snow 
patches, and their vertical walls appear to be one of the connec ting elements. It is not on ly the 
polygons but also the ablation steps on the snow that belong to this type of phenomenon . 
All of these constitute the ablation micro-relief of the snow surface. The actual shape of the 
micro-elements is less dependent on the slope of the snow surface than the orientation of the 
factor that is responsible for the melting of snow, e.g. the ori entation of winds. 

The presence of dirt on snow does not by itself initiate the forma tion of a micro-relief on 
the snow surface. In the course of the ablation process, dirt is subj ect to concentration or 
" deconcentration", d epending on the degree of adhesion between snow and dirt and on the 
character of the micro-relief form s. 

The geometrical relief of the snow surface is probably caused by the unequal distribution 
of ablation hollows, due to turbulence in air masses. The fin a l regular form of the hollows is a 
reRection of their interference as they grow and develop a nd not o f theil- initial distribution 
which may be random . This development is simultaneo us with the changes in the physical 
properties of the snow and its struc ture (the increase in snow density, recrystallization due to 
regela tion, the expansion of crystals, the firn balls, the action of adhesive water, e tc. ) . It is only 
at this stage that a thorough sorting out of dirt is begun , e.g. the concentri c arrangement of 
b lades of grass; this tendency to geometric forms results in an amazing polygonal pattern . 
In this way the shapes of snow and ice particles are changed , their mutual arrangement is 
modified and even the existence of mass micro-movements in the superfici :tl snow hori zon is 
revealed. Although the detail s of this process have not as yet been fully studied , the present 
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state of knowledge seems to indicate that consistency and regularity of ablation forms corre,
pond to regularity of structural changes and consequently to regularity in the snow meta
morphism. 

MS. received 25 April £967 
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